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Ashampoo Movie Shrink & Burn 3 resizes and converts your digital movies and video clips to
other formats quickly and with very high quality. It can also burn your videos to DVDs, Blu-
Ray discs and video CDs that are compatible with the player in your living room. You just
select the target device type (DVD Player, Computer, PDA, Internet) and then choose the
format you want to use and the maximum file size. Ashampoo Movie Shrink & Burn 3 takes
care of everything else for you.

You can convert clips and movies to share them with your friends, to play them on mobile
devices and for uploading to YouTube and other video sites. You can also convert non copy-
protected DVD videos to other more compact formats and burn your converted videos to
DVDs, video CDs and Blu-ray discs.

Take charge of the video zoo!
Today there is a huge zoo of video formats for display on a growing number of devices,
including mobile devices. You will often want to share videos with friends or family members
who need different formats, or upload videos to sites that require a particular format.
Ashampoo Movie Shrink & Burn 3 solves this problem: It converts between formats and can
also shrink the videos in the process – for example to fit on a single DVD or CD or to make
smaller files for uploading or mailing.

Copy movies to multiple DVDs
This version adds DVD video burning with the ability to store big movies on two or more
DVDs so that you have no loss of quality. This avoids the need for expensive dual-layer
recordable DVDs that are sometimes less reliable.

Produce top quality YouTube videos
You can now convert directly to a whole range of different video sharing site formats,
including YouTube. This gives you full control over the compression and quality of your
movies for the best possible results. In addition to YouTube, Ashampoo Movie Shrink & Burn
3 also supports the Yahoo Video, MySpace TV, Metacafe and DailyMotion formats.

Key Features

Fully compatible with Windows Vista™
Video DVD burning: Create and burn video DVDs
Video DVD spanning: Automatically split big movies to multiple DVDs for maximum
quality without dual-layer discs
Convert for YouTube: Create high-quality videos for YouTube, Yahoo Video,
MySpace TV, Metacafe and DailyMotion
Data DVDs and Blu-ray: Burn your videos to data DVDs and also to high-format Blu-
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ray discs if you have one of the new Blu-ray burners
User interface: Thumbnail image selection for video files, practical new format
selection screen for faster operation, many other small improvements and
adjustments
Existing Features and Improvements:
Convert for mobile devices: Convert and compress your videos to compact formats for
playing on PDAs and other mobile devices
DVD player formats: Convert to a variety of formats supported by normal DVD players
Convert to CD formats: Convert to compact CD based video formats, including Video
CDs, Super Video CDs, DivX/Xvid CDs and other formats on regular data CDs
CD spanning: Automatically split larger movies to multiple CDs if necessary
(supported for XVid/DivX AVIs, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, QuickTime, WMV, Video CDs,
Super Video CDs and DivX/Xvid CDs)
Convert video DVDs: You can convert the VOB video files from unencrypted video
DVDs to smaller, more compact formats with very high quality

System Requirements

CPU: 1200 MHz (or higher) x86 CPU.
128 MB RAM, recommended for best performance: 512MB RAM or more.
Hard Disk Space 50 MB, additional space for image and temporary files (5 GB
recommended).
Windows Media Player 9 or higher recommended
DirectX 9.0c required for GPU acceleration.
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